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Keys to project success 

• Designing for citizen science differs from academic project design 

• FUN! Get people engaged and empower people to make difference                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                     

• Provide information at the right level of simplicity for size/audience 

• Be generous with content, trust and time 

• Don’t underestimate how soon to bring relevant people on board (e.g., social, science, 

coordination expertise) 

• Feed volunteers! People need to feel they are being cared for 

Challenges  

• Avoiding silos by considering who you can partner with. Avoiding ‘cit sci fatigue’ 

• Bottom-up design not recognised in larger science/communication community - Kiwi 

Coast great example of bottom-up 

Recycle, reuse, share 

• Scope for building on existing successes is huge - SHMAK kits, Lizard monitoring - building 

on defined areas of community interest 

• How many cit sci projects start with creative commons base? 

• Is it easier to take an existing tool and project work with previous people or start a new 

programme? 

• Need tools to design monitoring programs – working with what is available rather than 

reinventing  

• Using existing open space platform smart move and making data nationally available 

• Reuse successful models: South Taranaki Reef repeated in Auckland, North Taranaki 

• Crowd source the idea/project name – needs to be short and understandable. Have a 

primary art class design the logo 

Build a Hub 

Starting and NZ Cit Sci Association to continue the dialog and promote a larger conversation. 

Keep figuring out next steps, follow up. Make citizen science less ad hoc. 

Turn citizen science into a game (Gameification)  

This approach is suitable for projects where there is a purpose. Examples include Nature Watch 

NZ game feed, Zealandia trading cards, Pokemon GO experience. There is a danger of trivializing 

projects, but there is also a need to make reporting phenomena such as Myrtle Rust fun. 

Cooperative rather than competitive games are good, and board games can be well-suited to cit 

sci. 



Enhance funding opportunities  

• Develop new government sources outside of Curious Minds or PSP, while expanding the 

PSP to more regions 

• Government to underpin funding to all interested groups, not just community, 

organisations 

• Funding for multiple years with a focus on e.g., on research and education? If information 

produced is relevant, that’s a case for government support. 

• Put funding into getting people into pre-existing projects/tools 

• Funders always wanting something new – there is no continuity for volunteers if it’s just 

for one year 

• Significant (in kind?) commitment expected of organisers and a need to provide much 

more time than contracted for 

• In some areas with many groups (e.g., Kapiti Coast), there is competition for 

volunteers/funding. Can groups form a network e.g., to increase funding as in other 

regions (e.g., Auckland)?  

• Projects don’t always need a lot of funding, however petrol costs etc. add up 

Support & logistics  

• It would be beneficial to have professional development/training at beginning of process   

• Can get scientists initially but more challenging for the longer term 

• How do small groups get scientific guidance?  

• Can just ask people al local universities – may be willing to give guidance, health and 

safety umbrella 

• Community covered under DOC insurance - sign a management agreement with DOC 
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